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Introduction
Trail construction on forested mountain slopes is a cause of accelerated erosion which is an effect of
exposing the soil surface. The erosion risk on slopes is increased by removal of the plant cover and by
soil compaction, which drastically reduces infiltration rates. Both natural morphogenetic processes and
human activity, mainly trampling, are responsible for root exposure on the trail surface. Those lateral
roots can be used for dendrogeomorphological analyses. Changes in the root morphology and
especially in its anatomy offer a great opportunity to situate erosion processes in time. Considerable
improvement of dendrogeomorphological techniques enables to distinguish even the character of the
exposure process (continuous denudation or erosive events) (Gärtner et al. 2001, Gärtner 2003,
2006). Dendrogeomorphological approach has been already developed to estimate the processes and
their rates within the mountain trails in the Guadarrama Mountain Range (Bodoque et al. 2005,
Rubiales et al. 2008) and in the Central Italian Alps (Pelfini & Santilli 2006).
The study focused on the analysis of anatomical variations in the annual growth rings of exposed roots
of spruce (Picea abies). Samples were taken along the trail on Mount Babia in the Polish flysch
Carpathians. The aim of the study was to reconstruct denudation processes with the help of wood
anatomical features of exposed roots of spruce.
Study area
The Babia Gora massif is a mid-mountain range located in the Western Carpathians, Southern Poland.
The maximum elevation reaches over 1,700 m a.s.l. (Mount Babia - 1,725 m a.s.l.). The massif
consists primarily of flysch conglomerates. The highest parts, which are built of sandstones, show
traces of a periglacial climate (Jahn 1958).

Figure 1: Study area. A - northern slope of Mount Babia (1,725 m a.s.l.) in the Flysch Carpathians; B investigated trail area.
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The massif is asymmetric with a steeper northern slope, which is highly prone to landslides (Fig. 1).
The significant relief energy of the northern slopes of Mount Babia leads to active geomorphological
processes that are considerably accelerated by human activity, which now, after the establishing of the
Babia Gora National Park (BGNP) consist mainly of tourism and very restricted timber harvesting. Due
to the altitude of the surrounding mountains, which is about 350 m lower, the study area receives
higher precipitation. The average amount of annual precipitation is 1,500 mm; high-intensity storms
occur mostly during the summer. The area is forested predominantly with spruce (Picea abies). Since
1954, the area has been under protection (BGNP) and in 1977 the site was designated as UNESCOMan and Biosphere Reserve. The area is visited on average by 70,000 tourists annually. This number
is considerably lower as for example in the Tatra Mountains, which are visited by almost 3 million
tourists per year. Nevertheless, problems of trampling and local damage also exist in BGNP.

Figure 2: Exposing of the roots within the trails is a very common situation. Each of them show a high injury grade
and growth variations. Disc samples from the middle part of exposed roots from the trail surface were taken for
the dendrogeomorphological analysis.

Studies were carried out on the Perc Przyrodnikow (Naturalists Path) trail. This short path (1,700 m)
combines two long-distance transversal trails and climbs from 1,100 to 1,367 m a.s.l. This makes the
path quite steep and in many parts the trail directly follows the slope gradient. The trail was
constructed in 1927 by the Tatra Association, but no specific road design was used. Since that time its
surface has never been replaced under a renovation scheme. This situation is advantageous for a
dendrogeomorphological survey.
Methods
The research rested on two approaches. A field study involved geomorphological mapping and
sampling of lateral roots covering the trail surface. Disc samples from the middle part of exposed roots
were taken for further analysis by using a hand saw. The main part of the field mapping included a
precise documentation of the position of the exposed roots relative to the recent soil surface. Data
were collected using special inventory forms. An additional detailed photographic documentation was
made.
In total, 18 roots samples (each 10 cm long) were collected in the field, but after a macroscopic
analysis only 14 of them were taken for further investigation and were used for exposure dating
purposes. Discs were sanded with a 400-grain or higher belt sander to prepare the wood surface for
macroscopic analysis. From those prepared discs, micro-sections of 15 μm thickness were taken by
using a sledge microtome. The slices were then stained with Safranin and fixed in Canada balsam.
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Most of the laboratory work was carried out in Davos Laret during the “7th International Winter School
on Wood Anatomy of Tree-Rings” and in the Department of Geomorphology of the Jagiellonian
University, Poland. Micro-photographs were taken from the slides for digital cell size measurements.
To process them, the software Image-J was used.
The anatomical reaction of conifer roots after their exposure is partly known (Gärtner et al. 2001) and
the methodology was adopted from Schweingruber (1978) and Gärtner (2003). In addition, scars and
the occurrence of compression wood were taken into consideration. The occurrence of scars and
traumatic resin ducts was dated.
Preliminary results
It has currently been proved that both rapid and continuous exposure precedes anatomical changes in
roots. After exposure, a considerable rise in the number of cells in a tree ring and a strong delimitation
of early and late wood cells can be observed. This anatomical structure is typical of a stem but not of a
root, which normally grows buried in the soil. After exposure, cell wall thickness increases, especially
in late wood. Changes in cell growth begin when a part of the root is located near the soil surface,
therefore the size of early wood cells must be considered since it is an indicator of root exposure
(Gärtner 2006).
The exposure of roots progresses both due to natural geomorphological processes and human impact,
such as trampling. A high-intensity runoff on a trail surface can be observed during heavy rainfalls
which intensifies erosion. After exposure, the roots can be reburied at a shallow depth again. On rather
flat parts of trails, the exposure rate may be lower as in steeper sections. Recovering can again be
triggered by both natural processes and trampling. During the cold seasons, when the surface is free
of snow cover, soil surface uprising is initiated by needle ice, which can easily expand on a bare trail
surface and roadcut sides.
Simultaneous growth variations were detected in the analyzed roots. Increased root exposure occurred
during the years 1963-1967, 1980-1981 and especially in the year 1984. Three out of the fourteen
samples located in different parts of the trail showed that exposure occurred in 1984, two samples
indicated exposure in 1954.
The main results obtained about the record of root exposure on the trail surface were:
1. Most of the analyzed root exposure dates are attributed to the summer season. Root exposure was
probably triggered by frequent heavy summer storms and was intensified by trampling, which is
documented in a greater number of rows of resin ducts (Figure 3).

A
B
C
D
Figure 3: Micro section of an exposed Picea abies root taken from the trail:
A - typical growth pattern of buried root (narrow rings and dominance of early wood cells within each ring; one or
two rows of late wood cells terminate each ring);
B - growth variation for the root growing near the soil surface (increase of late wood cell formation, increase of
ring width);
C - ring showing the year of root exposure. The high mechanical stress, which in this case was witnessed by a
scar caused by trampling, was responsible for the final root exposure. The response to the injury resulted in
the production of a tangential row of resin ducts (white arrow);
D - typical growth pattern of an exposed part of a root on the trail surface (decrease of the early wood cell size
and increase of early wood cell numbers; tangential rows of resin ducts show the reaction of continuous root
re-treading).
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2. Thirteen out of the fourteen analysed roots show a considerable number of tangential or even
traumatic rows of resins ducts (TRD) in the year of exposure and in consecutive years, which
corresponds to mechanical stress on the roots. This is interpreted as a response of human induced
denudation processes, which leads to root exposure.
3. Scars with resin pockets indicate a high injury grade, which was found in nine roots. Furthermore
the sequences of scars were indicated. Most of them might be trampling scars.
4. Due to the continuous use of the trail and re-treading, the exposed roots form mostly wedging rings
instead complete rings. Only one sample did not show this reaction.
5. None of the studied roots showed indications of rapid exposure. This fact might indicate that soil
compacted by continuous treading is less susceptible to water erosion.
6. Before exposure, when a root is situated near the surface, false rings start to occur, which might
make tree-ring recognition difficult. After exposure, an anomalous increase in tree-ring width is
usually observed as well as the development of compression wood.

A

B

Figure 4: All root samples taken from the trail surface have shown severe cambial damages, which are a
response to continuous trampling. Therefore ring recognition might be sometimes difficult due to occurrences of
wedging (A) or false rings (B).

Discussion
The study shows the usefulness of the dendrogeomorphological method for dating of root exposure
along a footpath surface, but possible sources of errors must be taken into consideration. Because the
roots were often heavily damaged due to mechanical stress, ring recognition was difficult in some
samples. The structure of wedging and false rings must be carefully analysed along the whole root
circumference, therefore complete discs need to be collected from roots rather than only increment
cores. Nevertheless, real dates for tree rings in roots might differ slightly from the assigned dates due
to ring counting by +/- 1 or 2 years. Due to usual practice the author regards this approximation as
being of acceptable accuracy.
For further studies it will be very helpful to obtain a reference chronology from the stems of the injured
trees from which the root samples were taken. To make the analysis reliable, experimental studies of
both partly exposed and covered roots shall be conducted in the future. It would also be interesting to
investigate the relationship between root exposure, erosion rates and precipitation regime parameters.
The dendrogeomorphological approach offers a great opportunity to quantify trail erosion, within a
certain bandwidth of underestimation or overestimation of erosion rates. There are some factors which
can results in an underestimation of erosion rates, such as soil compaction and roots leaning towards
the soil surface due to treading. For precise erosion rate estimation, a statistically significant number of
samples must be analysed.
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